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Motivation and Concept
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Technology Pillars
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Devices and building interfaces

Allow for seamless connection of complex and 
heterogeneous building energy systems comprising 

not-yet-connected devices, smart appliances and 
upgraded legacy appliances as well as IoT interfaces 

and gateways Platform & APIs

A community-enabled smart readiness platform 
that serves as the middle layer of the Smart2B 
system that enables seamless integration, 
knowledge extraction and control

Management & transversal services

AI and machine learning algorithms are used to analyze 
and prepare the building and user data collected from 
the Smart2B devices, consolidating and optimizing the 
various Smart2B objectives through newly developed, 

modular APIs User interaction, client engagement & social innovation

Involves and engages the multiple stakeholders 
(occupants, building managers, communities, system 
operators) through mobile apps and web-based 
applications as well as gamification
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Smart2B Devices
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Residential Buildings Non-Residential Buildings
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Smart2B Services
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Smart2B User Interface
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Smart2B Ecosystem
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If you would like more information,         
please contact us at

Thanks for your attention!

nuno.mateus@edp.pt
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